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Ollie (Gossie Friends)
After several unsuccessful attempts, the broody hen lays a clutch of eggs and hatches
them, and out pops speckled peepers.
Friends Gossie and Gertie are waiting and waiting for Ollie to hatch. They try poking,
listening, even sitting on top of his egg—but Ollie just won’t come out. Ollie is Ollie
and he will decide when it’s time to hatch. Fans of Gossie and Gossie and Gertie will
find Ollie just as charming and delightful as the first two books. Any toddler that has
had to wait for a new brother or sister will find Ollie irresistible.
Ollie is an egg that does not want to hatch until Gossie and Gertie sit on him and use
reverse psychology. On board pages.
Come for a visit in Bear Country with this classic First Time Book® from Stan and Jan
Berenstain. It’s Valentine’s Day and Sister has a special card for a cub named Billy. But
when Billy ends up having a special card for Sister, the tables are turned. This beloved
story is a perfect way to Celebrate Valentines Day.
When Mouse and Elephant go to the playground together, it seems as if everything they try
to play on together is broken, until they finally find the piece of equipment that is
just right for them.
Ollie
I'll Love You Till the Cows Come Home
Gemma & Gus
Gossie Plays Hide and Seek
A First Flap Book
An endearing and beautifully rendered tale sure to be a family favorite. It's Christmas Eve. Gossie and Gertie hang their bright
colored boots in the barn. Peedie and BooBoo hang their striped stockings in the barn. Ollie stomps through the snow. It's not
easy to wait for Father Christmas Goose! With ample wry humor, beautiful ink-and-watercolor pictures, and irresistible charm,
Olivier Dunrea shares the first holiday story of Gossie and friends.Ollie perfectly encompasses the adorable impatience of
young children waiting for Christmas to finally come.
It's Halloween night! Ollie is on the prowl. Will all the fun be too scary for a young gosling? This edition features a free readPage 1/7
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along audio download.
Otto the toy octopus goes everywhere with Gideon, a small gosling, but while Gideon is playing with some rabbits Otto falls off
the wall on which he was left and makes a new acquaintance.
BooBoo is a gosling. A small, blue gosling who loves to eat. There is nothing that BooBoo won’t try. Or is there?
Water-loving goslings Ruby and Rufus play at the pond every day, no matter what the weather is.
Ollie's Halloween
Gossie & Friends Big Book of Adventures
Ollie's Easter Eggs
Cranberry Valentine
Merry Christmas, Ollie!
Peppa Pig gets a pretty card in the mail from Zoe Zebra. It's a Valentine's Day card! Peppa
learns about the meaning of Valentine's Day and decides to show all of her friends just how
special they are to her. This storybook with Valentine's stickers is based on the hit animated
TV show, as seen on Nick Jr.
Expert guidance from internationally recognized authorities, who provide clear and current
updates on all aspects of interventional cardiology. This new edition; Contains a radically
expanded chapter contents list presented in four clear sections; coronary interventions,
interventional pharmacology, structural heart interventions, and endovascular therapy Includes
46 new chapters, including the latest advances in bioresorbable coronary stents, advanced
transcatheter aortic valve replacement, MitraClip, new transcatheter mitral valve interventions,
and more Chapters are templated for rapid referral, beginning with pathophysiological background
and relevant pathology, moving to mechanisms of treatment, device description, procedural
techniques, follow-up care, and ending with risks, contraindications and complications Multiple
choice questions at the end of each chapter for self-assessment, a total of more than 400 MCQs
in the book Features 19 procedural videos, hosted on a companion website
OllieHarperCollins
Based on the lecture notes of a graduate course given at MIT, this sophisticated treatment leads
to a variety of current research topics and will undoubtedly serve as a guide to further
studies.
Gemma is a small yellow gosling who likes to lead and her brother is a smaller yellow gosling
who likes to follow.
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Tiny T. Rex and the Perfect Valentine
Gideon & Otto
Gideon
Ollie's Valentine
Peedie is a small yellow gosling who sometimes forgets things. But he never forgets to wear his lucky red baseball cap. He wears it everywhere.
Until he puts it in a secret place.
Dora the hen is proud of her batch of eggs and longs to show them off to her friends. But Penny Pig is playing with her piglets and Clarissa
Cow is snuggling her newborn calf. As Dora watches all the animals with their young, she can't help but think their babies are much nicer than
her plain brown eggs. So, off she goes back to her hen house feeling very sad... unaware of the surprises that are about to take place!
Gossie, Gertie, BooBoo and Peedie are all looking for Ollie, in this playful book that includes touch-and-feel elements, pull tabs, flaps and other
interactive components which help enliven the search for the goslings' friend.
Presented in a 'lift and look and learn' format, this book helps to learn about colours, opposites, seasons and numbers.
Enjoying solitary adventures, Gus the little gosling discovers three little eggs in a turtle's nest that lead to unexpected companionship. By the
creator of Jasper & Joop. 15,000 first printing.
Sesame Street: Guess Who, Easter Elmo!
9 Early Readers
Hop! Plop!
The Atiyah-Patodi-Singer Index Theorem
Gossie & Friends

A darling companion to Old Bear and His Cub from the New York Times bestselling creator of the Gossie books What's
an Old Bear to do when he finds a Little Cub all alone and afraid of the dark? Adopt him, of course! And help him try to
get over his fears. In this book we see the father and son from Old Bear and His Cub meet for the first time--and grow to
love one another. With the same bold art and humorous twist on parenting, Olivier Dunrea's tumbling bears will melt your
heart and show how strong the bond is between any father and son pair.
Maggie, her grandmother, and the sewing circle make Cranberryport a brighter place for Mr. Whiskers when they send
him secret valentines.
Ollie watches the other goslings dye and hide eggs for the Easter hunt, but no one can find the eggs when Ollie decides
that they are all for him.
The newest title in the best-selling Guess Who series features Elmo dressed as the Easter Bunny and glitter accents on
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the cover! Each scene includes a counting seek-and-find activity! Guess who is hopping in for Easter cheer? It's Elmo
looking for colorful Easter eggs. Along the way, he finds all his best friends from Sesame Street, too. Readers are along
for the adventure in this adorable book that combines counting seek-and-find activities with lift-the-flap fun.
Geostatistics for Engineers and Earth Scientists
Interventional Cardiology
A First Tab Book
Gossie's Busy Day
Gossie
Brain-Computer Interfaces
Turn the tabs and lift the flaps to discover what Gossie and her friends do on the farm.
When Ollie is in a grumpy mood and nothing feels right, a hug from a friend does the trick! The perfect book for little kids
with big feelings.
When Gossie says Follow me!” little ones are happy to comply! Here is a boxed set of four best-selling board books
about everyone's favorite goslings. Includes Gossie, Gossie and Gertie, Ollie, and Peedie.
A jam-packed, nine-book bind-up of Gossie & Friends level one early readers! Includes"Gossie, Gossie & Gertie, Ollie,
Ollie the Stomper, Peedie, ""BooBoo, Gideon, Gideon & Otto, "and "Jasper & Joop, "plus bonus downloadable audio of
all nine stories!"
Brain-Computer Interfacing, Volume 168, not only gives readers a clear understanding of what BCI science is currently
offering, but also describes future expectations for restoring lost brain function in patients. In-depth technological
chapters are aimed at those interested in BCI technologies and the nature of brain signals, while more comprehensive
summaries are provided in the more applied chapters. Readers will be able to grasp BCI concepts, understand what
needs the technologies can meet, and provide an informed opinion on BCI science. Explores how many different causes
of disability have similar functional consequences (loss of mobility, communication etc.) Addresses how BCI can be of
use Presents a multidisciplinary review of BCI technologies and the opportunities they provide for people in need of a
new kind of prosthetic Offers a comprehensive, multidisciplinary review of BCI for researchers in neuroscience and
traumatic brain injury that is also ideal for clinicians in neurology and neurosurgery
Peppa's Valentine's Day (Peppa Pig)
Gossie and Gertie
Ollie the Stomper
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Ruby & Rufus
Jasper & Ollie

Nine early-reader stories in one volume starring a gaggle of goslings! Romp, tromp, and stroll around the barnyard with
the lovable gaggle of Gossie & Friends. The first six stories from Gossie’s world are collected in this bright edition, perfect
for emerging readers. Olivier Dunrea’s relatable themes and expressive illustrations will draw kids in to these stories,
while bonus downloadable audio with page-turn signals helps guide those who are just beginning to decode text on their
own. This value-packed volume includes Gossie; Gossie and Gertie; Ollie; Ollie the Stomper; Peedie; BooBoo; Gideon;
Gideon and Otto; and Jasper and Joop. Praise for the Gossie & Friends books: “These smartly clad geese will be marching
straight into the hearts of readers.” —Kirkus Reviews “Ample wry humor . . . chronicles experiences every preschooler
can recognize.” —Publishers Weekly
Lovable bestselling Tiny T. Rex is back from the critically acclaimed Tiny T. Rex and The Impossible Hug, this time in a
Valentine's Day adventure! Valentine's Day is coming, which means showing the ones you love how much they mean to
you, so Tiny has decided to make the perfect Valentine for his best friend Pointy. But as Tiny discovers, making a
Valentine isn't easy. It might take a few tries—until Tiny realizes the best Valentine might have been there all along. •
Teaches a valuable lesson in overcoming obstacles • Sure to delight young dinosaur fans who love adventure • Features
adorable art of Tiny and his friend Pointy Tiny may be a small dino in a big world, but that won't stop him from making
friends, conquering his fears, and stomping his way into your heart. Author Jonathan Stutzman and illustrator Jay Fleck
team up to create an adorable and heartwarming story that shows young readers that love and kindness are the best gift
of all. • A sweet Valentine's Day book for the little dinosaur in your life • Go-to choice for parents looking for an adorable,
funny story with a holiday twist • Perfect for dinosaur-loving babies and toddlers • You'll love this book if you love books
like Llama Llama I Love You by Anna Dewdney, Love from The Very Hungry Caterpillar (The World of Eric Carle) by Eric
Carle, and Pete the Cat: Valentine's Day Is Cool by Kimberly and James Dean.
I will love you till the cows come home from a trip to Mars through skies unknown, in a rocket ship made of glass and
stone… I will love you till the cows come home. Love knows no bounds in this tender tribute to the depths of family love.
For fans of Guess How Much I Love You—only funnier! Makes a good baby shower or Valentine's Day gift. This book
extends the saying, “I’ll love you till the cows come home” to the humorous extreme. Along the way there are yaks in
cadillacs, sheep setting sail, frogs on big-wheeled bikes, and more, in this great read-aloud. I’ll Love You Till the Cows
Come Home is filled with warm, funny art and rhythmic, romping text, perfect for curling up with your little one at the end
of the day...or anytime you want to express your love.
Meet Gideon, the newest addition to Olivier Dunrea’s gaggle of adorable goslings! Gideon likes to splash with the
ducklings, hop with the frogs, play chase-the-piglets, and scamper all over the farmyard. But one thing busy Gideon does
not want to do is take his nap, no matter how many times his mother asks . . . until he gets tired, of course. Another
darling gosling makes his debut in this spunky story, with Olivier Dunrea’s perfectly pitched storytelling and illustrations
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that Gossie & Friends fans have come to cherish.
Play and learn with Gossie & Friends in this fun-filled sticker book, packed with activities, games, pages to color, and
more than 100 stickers.
Principles and Practice
The Berenstain Bears' Funny Valentine
Little Cub
Gus
Geostatistics for Engineers and Earth Scientists

Meet Gossie, a small yellow gosling who loves to wear bright red boots—every day. One
morning Gossie can’t find her beloved boots. She looks everywhere for them: under the bed,
over the wall, even in the barn. Preschoolers will enjoy helping Gossie find her red boots and
delight in where Gossie finally finds them.
Read and play at bath time or any time with this soft, waterproof book and bonus Gossie
squirt toy. Gossie & Friends are the perfect bath-time companions in this waterproof book
with bonus Gossie squirt toy. Kids can take this soft book right into the bath! With their
favorite Gossie & Friends characters by their side, bath time is bound to become the best time
of day.
A new book in Olivier Dunrea's Gossie & Friends series! Ollie is looking. Looking for a
valentine. Gossie, Gertie, Peedie, and BooBoo all have valentines, but Ollie wonders who will
be his. His search leads him to a special valentine of his very own—a surprise for Ollie and
readers! Dunrea's charming artwork shines in this treat of a book.
Two funny, unlikely friends—a thoughtful sloth and an impatient fox—star in this hilarious
picture book celebrating friendship and the wonderful ways in which we're all different. Best
friends Jasper and Ollie decide to go to the pool. On your mark, get set . . . WAIT! As Jasper
races ahead—crashing into the mailman, speeding past the ice cream truck—Ollie takes his
sweet time, pausing to admire a butterfly, smell a daisy, and help the mailman pick up his
letters! With a clever design that shows Jasper's hectic rush compared with Ollie's casual
stroll, this hilarious story allows young readers to easily recognize the differences between
the two pals. It's a smartly paced, hugely funny celebration of what makes each person
special. Kids AND grown-ups will giggle as they decide if they're more of a "Jasper" or an
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"Ollie." It's also a great story to share the concept of "taking time to smell the roses"—a
perfect lesson in our overly scheduled world. Also available: Jasper & Ollie Build a Fort.
Gossie and Gertie are best friends. They splash in the rain, play hide-and-seek, and they dive
in the pond together. Everywhere Gossie goes, Gertie does too. Or does she? With charming
illustrations and gentle text, Olivier Dunrea has created two lovable, sweet characters that
will appeal to the youngest listeners.
Dora's Eggs
Guess Who Easter Elmo!
Gossie and Friends
Ollie's Hug
Gossie & Friends Sticker Fun
Fans of the Gossie & Friends books will enjoy little Ollie and his big personality as he finds his way in the barnyard. Irresistible characters and
delightful text make these board books perfect for springtime reading and sharing.
Best Friends, Lost and Found
The Broody Hen
Peedie
A Flap, Tab, Sniff, and Squeak Hide-and-seek!
BooBoo
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